WE’VE
GOT YOUR
FLOORS
COVERED
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.
Set a Solid Foundation with Dunlop’s Hard Flooring Underlay for
Timber, Laminate and Vinyl Floors.
All of Dunlop’s Hard Flooring Underlays provide superior acoustic performance and
the required moisture protection, so as to meet the needs of the Australian market,
the European Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF) and the North American
Laminate Flooring Association (NALFA) guidelines.
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Acoustic Rating*

2mm

Dunlop Timbermate is a hard flooring underlay specially designed to
reduce sound transfer whilst also providing added moisture protection.

86 Sd

58dB

3mm

Dunlop Thermacoustic is a hard flooring underlay specially designed to
offer an increased reduction in sound transfer whilst also providing
added moisture and thermal protection.

174 Sd

55dB

2mm

Dunlop Timbercushion is a specialist hard flooring underlay that
provides superior acoustic performance. Incorporating a 200 micron
moisture resistant barrier, Timbercushion offers effective moisture
and thermal protection. This product includes an incorporated tape
seal on the end of the rolls for increased water vapour resistance.

202 Sd

48dB

3mm

Dunlop Aquacoustic is a specialist hard flooring underlay that provides
unsurpassed acoustic performance. Incorporating a 200 micron
moisture resistant barrier, Aquacoustic offers superior moisture
protection. This product includes an incorporated tape seal on the end
of the rolls for increased water vapour resistance.

203 Sd

47dB

3mm

Dunlop Advantage 3 is a Rubber/Cork acoustic underlay suitable for
conventional and double bond applications for wood, laminate and
vinyl floors.

196 Sd**

46dB

Please Note: Bare Slab Ln, w result was 68 dB. Testing was conducted in accordance with standard ISO 140-6, over a 150mm reinforced concrete subfloor laid in combination with a timber
floor. Ceiling: 13mm plasterboard on resiliently mounted furring channels with 75mm thick, 14kg/m3 fibrous insulation to cavity.
** To achieve the rating of 196Sd, for Dunlop Advantage 3, the product must be installed with a 200 micron plastic sheet.

For more information visit dunlopflooring.com.au

